
 
 

Feast of the Epiphany  
            1-3-21 
Dear Friends and Followers of Christ: 

This weekend we will celebrate the Epiphany (which means manifestation or displaying)) of the 

Christ child to the wider world, to the gentile world in the persons of the 3 Magi from the East.  

This now will be combined with the manifestation of the Christ child to the shepherds.    These 

two manifestations are interesting as the first group was to  people of little or no education; 

people who were considered one of the lowest class of the Jewish nation and they are persons 

who would probably not be invited to many social engagements. On the other hand, the Magi, 

would represent people of unusual educational abilities, and of high rank in the social structure. 

Even Herod takes particular note of their presence, when they show up in Jerusalem.  So, we 

might say, in a way, that Christ’s birth touches significantly all the ends of society, and the 

invitation is opened to all “to come to the stable.” 

Bishop Fulton Sheen said of these two groups of visitors to the Christ child: “Two kinds of 

people come to Jesus’ manger. The shepherds who knew that they knew nothing; and the 

Magi who knew they did not know everything.  Never the man who thought he knew” 1 

This comparison presents a question to us how do we approach the “manger”.  As I thought  

of that question I wondered do I come to the manger, assuming I know all that is needed to 

appreciate concerning this event?  Or do I come in search of something?  After all, the shepherds 

came searching for a baby; the magi came looking for a king.  For another week or so, we are 

still in the Christmas season and today’s encounter gives us things to ponder about, even as Mary 

and Joseph pondered about all that was going on, all that was said of their child. Christ’s birth  is 

not something which has easy answers or explanations but presents us with much to think about. 

Our first reading today from Isaiah, also gives us much to consider.  It speaks of the darkness 

around the earth and the people on it.  And we all can attest to the darkness this year in terms of 

the pandemic and all the changes it has made in our lives and continues to make.  Worn out from 

these experiences, it may be hard to hear opening lines of that reading  “Rise up Jerusalem, Your 

light has come, the glory of the Lord shines on you.”  What is this glory Isaiah speaks of? Is it a 

sense of being watched over and cared for?   For the people of Isaiah’s time, it was about going 

home and being that light of hope and confidence in the Lord after the bondage the Jews 

experienced for 70 yrs.   For the people of our time, it may calls us also to trust in different 

resolutions ( i.e., end of pandemic, ability to be free to go places, not having to wear a mask, 

ability to give some a hug or shake their hand in friendship, ability to open our business)  But  

those lines also call us to be a light to others: “Nations shall walk by your light and kings by your                                                                                                       

shining radiance.”  Personally speaking, I am not expecting to have such wide affect on 
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“nations” or “kings” but the lines may invite us to consider what effect of hope and glory are we 

for the people right near us, perhaps, even the person sitting right beside us. 

In the second reading, Paul’s letter to the Ephesians, is a whole new way of seeing how God 

interacts with us.  For God there is no partiality: Catholic, Protestant, Jew, Black, White,  and all 

the shades in between, educated not educated, professional or laborer etc.).  To God we are all 

his children, his “beloved,” as St. John says in his letters.   Christ did not come for the just 

Christians; he came for all manner of peoples. So vast and varied does he want his kingdom to 

be.  That reading asks all of us “is that the kind of hope we manifest?” 

In the gospel  we return to that theme of searching for “something.” Like the shepherds, all the 

magi had were vague directions- “go to the city of David there you will find what you are 

looking for.”  Now I have been to Bethlehem.  Today it is a city  town with many many people in 

it or near it.  I don’t know exactly what it was like in Jesus ’ time but the fact that the inns were 

filled suggests there were a lot of people there.  So how do you find a baby lying in a manger 

(shepherd’s directions) or a baby with no other description other than “he is a king.”  And 

judging from Herod’s reaction and the prophecy he consulted, this king probably is not found in 

any palace.   

Was it by God’s grace that both groups of searchers found what they looking for?  And when 

they finally left the manger and returned to their lives what was different for them?  Did the 

shepherds feel more important, more loved and cared about?  Did the magi feel that their minds 

had been expanded in terms of what they understood about God and how God behaves? When 

they saw the baby in the manger did the magi laugh for second and say “of course”?  Was it a 

moment of revelation for them? 

These questions, of course, we cannot answer definitively, but answering them is not the point.  

The point becomes what do I see, in the manger:  an answer, a confirmation, a hope, a wonder?  

Or do we see anything new there for us?  Again, this scene invites us to ponder.   

The magi went home by a different route.  Now they had no GPS to guide them.  Perhaps all they 

had was a vague sense of direction in which to go and,  as long as it was away from Jerusalem 

and Herod, that would be good enough.  We never know if they even got home.   

In what is left of this Christmas season perhaps we can take some time, hopefully quiet time, to 

think about what road is God inviting us to consider?  What would be the risk if we take it?  

Maybe it is saying yes to having children and not putting it off any longer; maybe it is saying yes 

to a whole new direction in our lives, maybe it is saying yes to a surgery we had hoped to avoid 

maybe it is saying yes to a rehabilitation program we need, etc..   

Epiphany means displaying.  What is God displaying to us as we, too, gaze into the manger? 

                        

  

1. Through the Year With Fulton Sheen, p.233, Ignatius Press  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


